Manufacturer Declaration regarding EU-ROHS-Directive 2011/65/EC

Eaton Corporation declares the following for the product(s) shown below. The product(s) is to be considered a category-9 electrical or electronic equipment (EEE) in the meaning of the RoHS Directive.

We would like to inform you that to the best of our current knowledge the product(s) do not contain any of the restricted substances as per the RoHS Directive or the presence of such a substance is exempted as outlined in the Annexes III/IV. Therefore, the following product(s) are in conformity with the requirements of Article 4 of the ROHS Directive 2011/65/EC:

- Power Defense Moulded Case Circuit Breaker (PDC1, PDC2, PDC3, PDC4, PDC9)
- Power Defense Moulded Case Circuit Breaker (PDE1, PDE2, PDE3, PDE4, PDE9)

While Eaton is taking necessary steps to ensure continued compliance with the extended substance scope of the ROHS-3-Directive, this declaration refers to the current ROHS-2 scope valid until July 22, 2021 for control- & monitoring equipment. Eaton as the manufacturer of this control & monitoring equipment places this product on the market under its responsibility of compliance with article 4 of the RoHS-Directive 2011/65/EU as shown by the Declaration of Conformity and the CE mark on this product and it meets its obligations outlined in article 7 of the RoHS-Directive. Hence this electrical- & electronic equipment may continue to be placed on the market, thus purchased and used directly by consumers and other end-users.

Should above status change or we retrieve further information from our vendors that would affect the validity of the above declaration then we will inform you accordingly.

Note: Eaton makes no representation or warranty as to the information included with this declaration and the data is included for informational purposes only in order to reasonably support your inquiry. The information provided does not modify or change any prior or existing contracts or agreements as between Eaton and its customers.
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